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ABSTRACT
Timbre exploration and creation are key tasks in electronic music
composition. Modern synthesizers can produce thousands of
unique timbres, but this complexity hinders musicians’ ability to
explore these timbres effectively. We contribute SoundTraveller, an
interactive timbre exploration system aimed at fostering electronic
musicians’ creative processes. SoundTraveller allows the user to
explore the timbral space using two modes: evolutionary and
morphing, with which they can generate hundreds of unique
timbres without the need to edit individual parameters. Our
user study confirmed that SoundTraveller supported participants’
exploration, decreased their cognitive load, and increased their
perceived creativity. Through analysis of our interview study, we
contribute design considerations for timbre exploration systems,
and for exploring large aesthetic parameter spaces more generally.
Finally, we discuss how systems like SoundTraveller can fit into the
existing workflows of electronic music composers, and how shared
agency with creative technologies can impact the creative process.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing→ Human computer interac-
tion (HCI); • Applied computing→ Sound and music com-
puting.

KEYWORDS
Creativity support, synthesizers, sound authoring, timbre explo-
ration, agency, entanglement
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1 INTRODUCTION
Musicians composing and producing in a wide variety of
contemporary genres regularly use synthesizers and electronic
instruments in their musical practice. Synthesizers are instruments
that produce sound by electronic means and provide users with
the ability to control not only the volume and pitch of a note but
also its timbre. Timbre is the property of a tone that distinguishes it
from other tones played at the same volume and frequency, e.g., the
difference between the sound of a guitar and a piano playing the
same note. Unlike other instruments, synthesizers provide users
with many parameters (e.g., oscillator wave shape, filter cutoff
frequency) to manipulate their timbre. Consequently, this allows
for a musician to control and explore nearly unlimited options when
creating music.

The synthesizer’s timbre creation interface supports systematic
explorations by allowing users to manipulate individual synthesis
parameters. Modern synthesizers typically combine physical knobs,
digital menus, sliders, and many other types of input means for
such explorations, offering great flexibility in timbre creation.
However, timbre creation is a fundamentally technical task within
the larger creative process, and musicians’ ability to explore timbres
effectively is hindered by both the extremely large size of the
timbral space, and the complexity of understanding how synthesis
parameters contribute to the production of a given timbre. This
technical burden may hinder the composition process, and results
in many musicians relying on preset timbres, which constrains
their creativity.

Music creation and performance is a complex and abstract
activity involving the interaction of human performers and music
technology, making it a fruitful area of study for HCI [33].
Synthesizers, in particular, are of great interest because they differ
from acoustic instruments in that their timbre control interface and
sound generationmethods are decoupled, and free from the physical
constraints imposed by typical acoustic sound generation methods.
As a result, the user’s experience of timbre creation is mediated
by an interface whose design can be independently explored.
Furthermore, the operation of such timbre interfaces requires
domain-specific technical knowledge, on top of creative or aesthetic
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judgements. This makes synthesizers and other forms of electronic
music creation an intriguing research topic in HCI because they
represent a space where interface designs can be freely explored
and their impact on the creative process can be studied. Prior
work has examined interface designs for electronic music synthesis
or performance, but has not investigated how supporting timbre
exploration can contribute to musicians’ composition process, nor
how such a system can integrate with musicians’ current practices.

In this research, we set out to: 1) understand how electronic
musicians use their current tools for timbre exploration and in the
broader context of their music-making; 2) design an interactive
timbre creation system that can be integrated into musicians’
existing workflows and assist timbre exploration; 3) evaluate
how the system supports timbre exploration and augments their
already existing workflows. We first conducted a formative study
with electronic musicians to understand their creative processes.
Following the design considerations derived from this study,
we conducted an iterative design process, which resulted in
SoundTraveller. SoundTraveller allows the user to explore the
timbral space using two modes: evolutionary and morphing, with
which they can generate hundreds of unique timbres without
the need to edit individual parameters. Finally, we conducted a
user study where participants used SoundTraveller for timbre
exploration during music composition, and we evaluated it from a
variety of angles, including timbre creation support, cognitive load,
and creativity support.

The results of our studies indicate that SoundTraveller
significantly increased participants’ perceived creativity, and
significantly decreased their cognitive load. While for some
participants, SoundTraveller was a tool to acquire new timbres,
for others it acted as a source of inspiration by allowing them
to experiment with timbres outside their habitual sound palettes.
Furthermore, shared agency with SoundTraveller during the
timbre creation process had unique impacts on our participants
experiences, which can inform future work with creative
technology systems. Combined, these results contribute to the
literature on exploration support for large aesthetic parameter
spaces and creativity in HCI.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• A set of design considerations for timbre exploration support
systems, based on our formative study
• The design and implementation of a novel support system
for timbre exploration: SoundTraveller
• An investigation of how the system supports musicians’
timbre exploration and integrates into their existing
workflows

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Entanglement & Shared Agency in Creative

Systems
All musical instruments can be thought of as technologies for
augmenting the human body’s ability to produce musical sound. As
such, any type of musical instrument imposes certain requirements
and limitations on users, which, according to theories such as
Actor Network Theory, imbues them with agentic characteristics,
despite being non-living objects [21, 45]. That being said, the type

of agency we might ascribe to an acoustic musical instrument is
quite different from that envisioned in human-computer interaction
literature, where typically non-human agency would only be
granted to technological systems, such as “computers, robots, and
virtual agents” [49]. But regardless of how we view the agency
of a musical instrument, we can understand it as mediating the
relationship between the musician and the music or performance,
or as Verbeek puts it, creating “specific relations between its users
and their world, resulting in specific experiences and practices” [78].

Frauenberger’s concept of entanglement [21] can be useful for
considering the agential qualities of digital systems designed to
aid in technical creative tasks. Using this concept, the creative
interface, rather than being an object with which the user simply
interacts, can be considered a non-human actor with which the
user works to “enact certain phenomena” [21]. Whether or not
they adopt this theoretical framework, many recent HCI papers
on creativity support systems have directly or indirectly taken this
approach to supporting creative work, for instance by using AI to
generate new design examples [51], developing agentic systems
that work on creative tasks collaboratively with users [46, 88],
or providing tools that share some of the burden of design space
exploration [39, 42, 81]. While some of these systems explicitly
make use of virtual agents that collaborate with users, all shift
the balance of agency between the user and the system. This
has substantial implications for thinking more generally about
creativity support systems in HCI. Resnick et al.’s 2005 paper [58]
outlines twelve design principles for creativity support, which
appear in previous work exploring creativity support tools in a
broad range of fields, such as creative writing [13], architectural
design [4], drawing [56, 70, 80], and computer graphics [30, 32, 67].
However, Resnick et al. do not address the possibility of shared
agency, instead only discussing how the choice of black boxes
represents a trade-off between ease of application and flexibility.

Although AI agents are one obvious direction for exploring
shared agency, many technologies can be considered agentic in
Frauenberger’s sense. For future work on digital creativity systems,
understanding not only how agentic systems can support creativity,
but also how shared agency impacts the creative process and human
actors’ experiences will be essential, particularly given that such
systems can impact users’ thinking styles [22] and sense of artistic
identity [72]. Indeed, Rodger et al. [59]’s re-evaluation of musical
instruments in the HCI context asserts that, “musicians are not users,
but rather agents in musical ecologies.” As such, we must explore
howmusicians experience their current tools, and how new systems
impact their workflows and creative processes, not only in terms
of creativity, but also in terms of agency.

2.2 Parameter Space Exploration in the Creative
Process

Creating and selecting timbres is a key aspect of many electronic
musicians’ creative processes. With traditional synthesizer inter-
faces, this is achieved either by manipulating the instrument’s
synthesis parameters, or by selecting preset timbres provided by
the manufacturer. In this sense, timbre exploration can be regarded
as a part of a class of creative problems that involve the exploration
of aesthetic parameter spaces.
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Exploring large aesthetic parameter spaces can be a challenging
task in many domains [83]. Researchers in HCI and beyond have
sought to harness machine learning and other technologies to
support users in these processes. Outside of timbre exploration,
researchers have explored support for font selection [11, 53], color
palette selection [87], computer graphics [43], fashion [39, 76],
photo filters [69, 73], game design [38], music composition [6],
and audio effects [15]. These support tools present abstractions
of the parameter space, for instance by organizing font libraries
based on perceptual characteristics [11, 53] or learning the
relationships between fashion descriptions and clothing items [76],
or recommending options to users based on their initial inputs,
such as photo filters for social media [73] or audio processing
effects chains [15]. While such systems can liberate users from
being overwhelmed by the entire parameter space, we argue that
they do not necessarily support the full extent of users’ creative
potential because users are constrained by the systems’ pre-defined
solutions, instead of being encouraged to explore their own choices.

SoundTraveller takes an approach similar to that of Yuan et al.’s
InfoColorizer [87], which supports the exploration and specification
of color palettes for infographics. Rather than simply producing
suggestions of entire color palettes, with InfoColorizer color palettes
can be iteratively refined by adjusting individual ‘vague’ and
‘specific’ color preferences, and generating updated suggestions.
This type of design supports one of Resnick et al. [58]’s principles:
“Low Threshold, High Ceiling, and Wide Walls”, which means that
the systems present a low barrier to entry for novice users, but
allows advanced users to explore in more nuanced ways. We
argue that this approach is critical to supporting users’ creativity,
particularly in tasks like aesthetic parameter space exploration.
However, InfoColorizer uses machine learning trained on an
existing library of infographics, and can therefore make appropriate
recommendations, but may constrain users’ explorations to regions
of ‘best practice,’ rather than allow for open experimentation. In the
domain of music, Scurto et al. [64] instead use collaborative AI to
support users’ exploration. With SoundTraveller, we demonstrate
a different approach, where the user can freely locate themselves
in a region of the parameter space using preset timbres, and thus
explore according to their own personal aesthetic taste, creative
needs, or experimental ideas.

For timbre in particular, perceptual timbre spaces constructed
based on listening test results have been used for several
synthesis applications [26, 40, 66, 77, 82], but timbral spaces have
been designed in a variety different ways, such as parameter
relationships [47], and audio latent spaces [19, 20]. The burden
presented by large parameter spaces [83] means that unique
timbre spaces can be particularly advantageous when they
reduce the number of parameters presented to the user [14,
44, 62, 79]. However, many such systems require users to
master technically complex interfaces with interaction paradigms
that differ substantially from traditional synthesizer interfaces,
hindering their practical application. SoundTraveller similarly
makes use of a timbral space, but by using presets as a basis for
exploration, presents an interface that is more familiar to musicians.

2.3 Sound Synthesis and Timbre Exploration
Support

Synthesizers present users with numerous parameters that can be
adjusted to vary the instrument’s timbre. In a traditional synthesizer
architecture, the mapping between the interface controls and
the timbre parameters is one-to-one. However, as Hunt and
Wanderley [37] note, this is rarely the case for traditional acoustic
instruments, which typically have only a small number of inputs
that map non-linearly to simultaneously influence the timbre.
Furthermore, Seago et al. [65] argue that the technical language
used by synthesizer interfaces does not map well onto subjective
experiences of timbre, meaning that musicians must learn to create
timbres using a non-intuitive process different from how they
experience timbre with traditional instruments.

Researchers have explored alternative interfaces for sound
synthesis and music composition by drawing connections between
sound and other domains, such as physical shape [52, 75],
body movements [5, 50, 89], touch gestures [61], and writing,
drawing, or sketching [9, 25]. Schatter et al. [60] approach the
problem by creating an abstract 3D visualization for timbre
manipulation, while Jordà et al. [41] use the ReacTable to visualize
the synthesizer’s internal signals. Approaches like these can aid
users re-conceptualize or visualize hidden aspects of the synthesis
process.

That being said, as Palani et al. [55] found in their analysis of
the adoption of creativity support tools, integration into a user’s
existingworkflow ranks only second to functionality in determining
their adoption of new tools. Studies with digital music composition
systems, like those of Garcia et al. [23], have also highlighted the
necessity of understanding musicians’ diverse practices. While
much previous work on electronic music aligns with the principles
outlined by Resnick et al. [58], our work extends previous literature
by situating our design in musicians’ existing practices, and by
contributing qualitative results that provide guidance for future
investigations of timbre exploration and other facets of electronic
music creation.

Another typical timbre creation approach is to reproduce
the parameter set of an existing timbre automatically. This is
challenging, particularly with complex synthesis engines like FM
synthesis [12], and has led researchers to explore the use of genetic
algorithms [34, 48, 74, 85] and deep neural networks [86]. Systems
based on the WaveNet model [54] have also been developed for
exploring timbre [27, 36]. Using this model, Google’s NSynth [18]
can also generate realistic instrument timbres and their novel
combinations, but the model is too computationally expensive
to run in real time, and the playable instrument is limited to
pre-computed models [17], thus limiting its potential for free
exploration.

While SoundTraveller also employs evolutionary concepts, it is
designed to support musicians’ own timbre explorations, instead
of automatic timbre reproduction. Our work also contributes an
interface design that can be integrated with musicians’ existing
workflows, which is critical for user adoption. This work thus
uniquely expands the landscape of research on interactive timbre
exploration and music creation in HCI.
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3 FORMATIVE INTERVIEW STUDY
3.1 Procedure and Participants
Understanding the existing practices and workflows of potential
users is key to developing effective creative tools. To situate our
design process within the practices of electronic musicians, we
conducted an interview study to understand musicians’ experience
using synthesizers during composition and performance, as well
as their processes for selecting and creating timbres. The semi-
structured interviews were conducted online, and lasted between
45 and 90 minutes. The pre-determined interview questions are
listed in Appendix B. The interview protocol was approved by the
Institutional Review Board of the authors’ university.

Ten participants (P1–10) were recruited for the interview study
through the authors’ personal networks using a snowballing
approach, and were from North America and Asia. All participants
aside from P3 are part of a loose global scene of underground
ambient and dance music. Participants were recruited on the basis
of being activemusicians who use synthesizers. Although their level
of experience and training varied, all participants were self-trained
with regard to electronic music and synthesizer programming. All
participants except P3 had performed and released music semi-
professionally. Participants were compensated approximately $18
USD. All participants are listed in Table 2 in Appendix A.

Each interview was audio recorded and transcribed. We then
conducted a deductive thematic analysis [7]. The interviews were
initially coded by the first author. The codes were then validated
through discussions and negotiation with another author, informed
by the purpose of revealing themes that translate directly into
design considerations for timbre exploration. As we were using a
deductive approach, only codes agreed upon by both authors to be
relevant for establishing design considerations were included for
analysis and report in this paper. Finally, two authors grouped the
codes into themes, which are presented below.

3.2 Results

3.2.1 More sounds but not more work. It was essential to
differentiate between the participants’ desire to acquire new sounds
for their music and their desire to undertake timbre programming.
This was reflected in the responses of five participants (P3, P5,
P6, P7, P9). P7 described how her process was not so much about
understanding how synthesizers work, as it was about listening to
sounds:

My knowledge of sound is not that advanced, so when I’m using
a software instrument...I just listen to the presets and when I
think one is nice, I’ll try loading that sound or using that synth...
[P7]

3.2.2 Presets as a starting point for exploration. Another key insight
was that, while many of the participants did not do substantial
timbre creation from scratch, they did in their own ways undertake
timbre exploration. Eight participants (P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7,
P9) mentioned using presets as a starting point for editing or
exploration:

I usually start with a preset. So I try to go in and find a preset
that I like and then I’ll try to modify it in different ways. [P1]

Five participants (P1, P2, P6, P7, P9) in particular talked about
using presets as their main method of sound exploration. However,
they mentioned that presets were often inadequate to fulfill their
desires for unique and appropriate sounds. P1 discussed the Yamaha
SY-35 synthesizer in this context, explaining how the lack of useful
presets made him value sounds he managed to program himself:

The SY-35 is this weird, esoteric sort of strange thing that’s out
there that people don’t know about. And it’s hard to use it. And
most of the presets [are] really [bad]; they’re terrible presets...
So when you can really produce a cool preset on an SY35, it’s a
really unique thing. [P1]

3.2.3 External equipment support. While many complex synthe-
sizers provide vast capabilities for sound design, eight participants
(P1, P3, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9, P10) mentioned further customizing their
sounds using external effects. In fact, for some participants, such
as P6, this was their main method for creating their own unique
sounds. This suggests that timbre exploration support systems
should function effectively with musicians’ own external effects
processors or techniques to achieve integration with their existing
workflows:

I get a rough... preset, I’ll tweak it a little bit and then I just
record that... And then 90 percent of the sound design is either
with... three or four [pieces of software], usually some pedals,
a sampler... So that’s how I’ve been able to develop my own
sounds... [P6]

3.2.4 Fast and immediate user experience. Four participants (P1,
P2, P5, P6) specifically mentioned speed or fluidity as a key factor
of their experience with synthesizer programming. P2 expressed a
desire to be able to work quickly:

Immediacy - that’s a good way to put it... intuition, something
that allows me to just foster the speed of creativity, because that’s
a really big thing for me - being able to go fast. [P2]
Three participants (P2, P6, P8) also noted the desire for having

some key parameters always readily available. These were often
parameters that have immediate and clear effects on the sound.

[My ideal] would be like the [Elektron] Digitone except that it
would have more dedicated knobs for filters and stuff like [that]
that are playable... I can menu dive within two button pushes or
whatever to get to the filter... but I don’t want to do that... [P2]

In other words, even if a system provides new methods for sound
design and exploration, musicians will still need easy access to
some key parameters.

3.2.5 Tactile input. All participants made use of both hardware
and software, but in particular, five participants (P1, P2, P4, P6,
P8) noted that having a tactile interface was important to their
experience. Some participants stressed that a tactile interface was
more fun, exciting, or engaging. As P1 put it:

I think programming [software synthesizers] is... not as fun...
There’s something [about] the lack of tactile sensations [of]
turning a knob or... moving your hands around on a table. [P1]

3.2.6 Overwhelming parameter access. Seven participants (P1, P2,
P3, P4, P6, P8, P9) relayed that too many parameters, even if they are
easily accessed, can be overwhelming or frustrating. P6 conveyed
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that he did not like having many parameters easily accessible,
because this would distract him from the process of sound creation:

I don’t try to figure it out and I don’t even want to figure it out...
When I know what I’m actually doing with a piece of gear, I feel
like I’m not actually listening as closely to the sounds... and then
I go in a route that’s really predictable for me. [P6]
Overall, participants seemed to find large numbers of parameters

frustrating or counter-productive. This suggests that new interface
designs cannot work by simply giving musicians improved direct
control over every parameter.

3.2.7 Meaningful limitations. Similarly, three participants (P1, P4,
P8) expressed the importance of limitations for their creative
process. Understanding that a level of constraint is important for
the creative process is thus a key insight when designing new sound
authoring tools.

I find that that helps me too, with limitations. I just have to set
the preset that I’ve already created and then already know this
is a cool sound. It kind of makes it easier for me because if I’m
constantly tweaking endlessly I just can’t decide on anything.
[P1]

3.3 Design Considerations
Based on the seven themes presented above, we derived the
following nine design considerations. These design considerations
guided the development of SoundTraveller and can inform the
development of other creative interfaces, particularly those related
to music or other exploratory processes. C2 and C3 are both derived
from the theme presets for exploration and C5 and C6 are derived
from fast and immediate user experience.
C1. Musicians’ desire for new sounds should not be equated with

a desire to do more timbre programming.
C2. Explorations can be initiated with presets rather than by

tweaking individual parameters.
C3. Presets should be viewed as a starting point for timbre

exploration, rather than as a solution for it.
C4. Timbre exploration designs should be conscious of and

support the use of external effects processing.
C5. The exploration process should be fast, fluid, and immediate.
C6. A few key parameters or controls should always be readily

available.
C7. A tactile, physical interface should be considered for the

exploration process.
C8. Direct access to all parameters should not be equated with

ease of exploration.
C9. The timbre exploration process should be guided by

meaningful limitations.

4 INTERFACE DESIGN ITERATION
The design considerations in Section 3.3 can work as a validation
tool for designers to evaluate whether a proposed prototype can
potentially meet the requirements of electronic musicians. However,
the guidelines are still implicit in that they do not translate directly
into concrete interface designs. In practice, creating a design
prototype for supporting timbre exploration is non-trivial. In order
to develop our final interface implementation, we conducted an

iterative design process, starting from low-fidelity sketches and
holding design sessions with multiple participants.

4.1 Intuitions for the Initial Prototypes
Creating the first design concepts to initialize an iterative
design process is never an easy task. Our initial concepts for
SoundTraveller emerged from a reflection on the considerations
developed in the formative study and the first author’s expertise
in the field of electronic music composition. Here we describe the
intuitions that inspired these initial concepts.

Our first intuition came from prior research that has treated
timbre as a vector, leading to the notion of timbral space as a way to
conceptualize the relationships between timbres [26, 40, 66, 77, 82].
Considering timbres spatially allows us to perceive similar timbres
as forming regions, and of presets as landmarks, or points of interest,
in a multidimensional space. This thinking inspired our exploration
ideas that would allow a user to situate themselves in the timbral
space using presets (C3), and then explore a limited region of
interest, which led to the development of our initial morphing
and region exploration designs.

Our second intuition came from work on genetic algorithms,
such as Horner et al. [34]’s, which suggests that the timbre
parameter vector can be viewed as a gene, to which we can apply
processes of mutation and genetic cross-over. Work on interactive
evolution [16] and Scurto and Bevilacqua’s work on human-AI
collaboration [63] also points to the possibility of user-guided
evolution of timbres, starting from known landmarks, or presets.

4.2 Iterative Design Process
Developing these ideas into a series of low fidelity user interface
prototypes [68], we conducted an iterative design process consisting
of three sessions to develop the features and interface of
SoundTraveller. Four participants (P1, P2, P7, and P9) volunteered
for this part of the study. The first two sessions were organized
virtually with all participants, and the final session where we
showcased an early hardware prototype took place in person
with P7 and P9. Participants were compensated the equivalent
of approximately $18 USD per session. All participants are listed in
Table 2 in Appendix A.

Participants’ questions, comments, and suggestions were
recorded as notes by the interviewer, including drawings directly on
the sketches to indicate modifications suggested by the participants.
Although participants did not sketch new ideas themselves, they
did verbally describe ideas for modifications or novel combinations
of features. In all three sessions, participants were encouraged to
use the presented prototypes as a basis for thinking about and
suggesting changes or new features, and in all three sessions ideas
emerged that were not originally part of the respective prototypes.

4.2.1 Design Session 1. We presented 17 sketches showcasing
the results of our initial design process. These included early
representations of our timbre exploration concepts and possible
graphical representations of them, and different methods for
interacting with the system, such as a joystick, knobs, and slider
configurations. When developing these initial sketches it was
important to consider the trade-off between the flexibility of novel
interaction approaches and the familiarity of typical synthesizer
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(a) Example Sketch from Design Session 1 (b) Example Sketch from Design Session 2 (c) Prototype from Design Session 3

Figure 1: Examples of the materials used in the participatory design process.

interface elements, particularly given the conservative nature of
existing synthesizer interface designs. Therefore, the sketches
tend towards using interface elements that would be familiar
to synthesizer users, but in novel or unconventional ways. The
sketches include both variations on our timbre exploration concepts,
and multiple variations of their associated control schemes.

Participants’ suggestions during this session resulted in our
choice of the morphing and evolutionary modes, as well as
confirming support for including a physical interface. It also gave
us insights into which types of graphical representations were most
intuitive. P1 and P2 both described features for exploring limited
sets of parameters, which led to the development of the parameter
group controls, described in Section 5.3. P7 suggested that a joystick
better supported exploration, but that knobs would be better for
nuanced adjustments. Participants also preferred the clarity offered
by a screen.

4.2.2 Design Session 2. We presented an animated visual prototype
to test the clarity of our system’s workflow. This confirmed that
the participants found the core workflow intuitive. P9 argued that
the interface should include some standard synthesizer controls,
which led to the direct parameter controls described in Section 5.3.
P9 also suggested that the user should be able to control the degree
of randomization in the Evolutionary Mode, which led to the
development of the Mutation Rate and Mutation Range controls
described in Section 5.2.1. P2 and P7 emphasized the need for a quick
and simple timbre saving feature, while P1 argued for including
the undo feature.

4.2.3 Design Session 3. We presented an early hardware prototype,
which allowed the participants to create timbres for the first
time, and to test the physical experience. Letting participants
hear the timbres they produced with the prototype confirmed that
the algorithms could be useful for exploration and composition.
Participants’ suggestions from this session also led to refinements
of the exploration algorithms and the final feature set described in
Section 5, such as P7’s suggestion to limit the range of certain
parameters in the Evolutionary Mode, and both participants’
assertion that five offspring provided diverse results without
overwhelming the user.

4.3 Finalizing the Design
Our participatory design process produced rich results from which
to finalize the design of SoundTraveller. However, since it is
impractical to ask participants for inspiration about every detail
of the design, our final system necessarily contains design aspects
that were informed primarily by the first author’s over ten years of
experience as an electronic musician and synthesizer user. These
were carefully chosen to be familiar to musicians with experience
using traditional synthesizer interfaces, to support integration with
their existing workflows. For instance, the vertical and horizontal
layout in the morphing mode was chosen to mimic a familiar
Cartesian grid, and the layout of the knobs for the direct parameter
controls was chosen to align with the standard synthesizer signal
flow. These controls were included above the screen in order to place
emphasis on the novel explorationmodes offered by SoundTraveller.
The exploration controls were laid out to both support two-handed
and single-handed operation while simultaneously playing the
synthesizer’s keyboard.

5 SOUNDTRAVELLER: A NOVEL TIMBRE
EXPLORATION SUPPORT SYSTEM

Through our iterative design process, we developed SoundTraveller,
a timbre exploration support system in the form of a physical con-
troller that connects with a synthesizer via MIDI1. SoundTraveller
augments the traditional programming interface by giving the user
new tools for timbre exploration that do not rely on individual
parameter editing, but instead inspire experimentation and intu-
itive manipulation, based on musicians’ existing sound authoring
workflows (C1).

5.1 Hardware and Software Implementation
SoundTraveller was implemented as a standalone hardware device
using the Teensy 4.1 microcontroller, chosen for its support of
the Arduino environment, relatively high clock speed of 600MHz,
and large amount on I/O in a small package. The screen is a
3.5" color TFT LCD display module from Adafruit Industries,
chosen for it’s relatively large size, color graphics support, and
ease of implementation. The joystick is a standard 2-axis resistive
type (Figure 2, C). All knobs use endless rotary encoders that

1Musical Instrument Digital Interface: https://midi.org/

https://midi.org/
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Figure 2: The SoundTraveller interface resultant from our iterative design process, in the evolutionary mode. A: Exploration
mode selection buttons. B: Data transfer LED, X Y and A controls used primarily in the evolutionary mode. C: The joystick. D:
Direct parameter controls. E: Parameter Group selection buttons. F: Menu controls. G: Undo button. H: Pitch Correct button.

allow parameter adjustment from their current values without
any sudden transitions. SoundTraveller features four 5-Pin DIN
MIDI connectors to allow for pass-through of MIDI messages to
and from external equipment. The entire prototype is implemented
on a single printed circuit board and is powered by a standard 9V
DC power adaptor.

SoundTraveller is a timbre exploration interface and not a
synthesizer in and of itself. As such, we required a synthesizer
for it to control. We chose the Roland D-50 Linear Synthesizer
because it remains a popular instrument among today’s electronic
musicians despite the original hardware not being manufactured
anymore. More importantly, Roland has recently released both
software and hardware recreations of the D-50, which ensures
the open nature and replicability of research conducted with it.
Although the D-50 was first released in 1987, its synthesis engine
with over 300 parameters [1] makes it one of the most complex
and flexible widely-used synthesizers produced to date. This vast
timbral space of the D-50makes it an excellent candidatewithwhich
to evaluate SoundTraveller. SoundTraveller’s connection with a
standard synthesizer also means that it can easily be integrated
into an existing signal chain that may include external audio effects
units or other devices (C4).

The firmware for SoundTraveller was developed in the Arduino
environment and handles all operation of the system. Communica-
tion with the D-50 is achieved using MIDI System Exclusive (Sysex)
messages according to the D-50 Midi Implementation [1]. However,
MIDI’s data transfer rate is limited to 31.25 kbits/s [2], and updating
the timbre of the D-50 requires sending approximately 350 Sysex
messages2, each of which consists of at least 11 bytes. This creates
an unavoidable bottleneck, meaning that updating the timbre takes
approximately 1 second, during which the synthesizer cannot pro-
duce sound. This limitation could potentially be overcome using
alternative communication protocols, such as OSC [84] or MIDI
2.0 [3], although these still have yet to be widely adopted. Alterna-
tively, a system such as SoundTraveller could be built directly into a
synthesizer, eliminating the reliance on an external communication
protocol.

5.2 Exploration Modes
The final design of SoundTraveller features two exploration modes,
evolutionary and morphing, both of which allow the user to start
from one or more preset timbres and explore the neighboring

2This is equivalent to one message per parameter, and is a limitation of the D-50’s
MIDI implementation [1].
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(a) Evolutionary Mode Detail (b) Morphing Mode Detail

Figure 3: Details of the exploration mode graphics. (a) The center black circle represents the parent timbre, with the five
offspring timbres generated by the system spaced around its perimeter. Each circle represents a different timbre, which the user
can select and audition using the joystick. The values of the mutation rate and mutation range are displayed in the bottom left
corner. (b) The two axes indicate the two-dimensional representation of the timbre space defined by the four presets chosen by
the user. The circles at the ends of the axes each represent one timbre slot, and the influence of the timbre loaded there on the
resulting timbre increases as the user moves closer to it. The black circle visible in the first quadrant is the cursor representing
the user’s current location and can be freely moved using the joystick. The resolution of the morphing is 100 x 100.

timbral space without having to manipulate individual synthesis
parameters (C2, C3).

5.2.1 EvolutionaryMode. The evolutionary mode (Figure 3a) allows
the user to select a single preset timbre as a starting point
and, by iteratively generating offspring using different levels of
randomization, traverse the timbral space without the need to
edit individual synthesis parameters. By adjusting the Mutation
Rate and Mutation Range, and choosing which offspring to use as
the new parent, the user can guide the evolution in a direction
of interest. Low Mutation Rate and Mutation Range values will
produce timbres resembling subtle variations on the parent timbre,
while higher values will produce increasingly unpredictable results,
up to complete randomization (C9). By generating five offspring
timbres in a single generation, the morphing mode allows the user
to quickly experiment with timbral variations (C5). Pseudo code
describing the full algorithm is available in Appendix C.1.

5.2.2 Morphing Mode. The morphing mode (Figure 3b) works by
interpolating between four preset timbres chosen by the user.
This allows the user to locate themselves in the timbral space,
using the presets as landmarks. As the user approaches a preset
timbre with the cursor, its influence on the resulting timbre
increases. The morphing resolution is 100 x 100 points, resulting
in 10,000 individual parameter combinations. In practice, however,
the morph space is generally composed of several regions of similar
timbres. Using the joystick (C7), the user can quickly discover
these regions (C5) and then home in more specifically by making

small adjustments. Pseudo code describing the full algorithm is
available in Appendix C.2. Please refer to our accompanying video
for demonstrations of the two modes.

5.2.3 Evolutionary-Morphing Mode. This was an imagined mode
that combined features of the evolutionary and morphing modes,
allowing users to morph between timbres generated using our
genetic algorithm. Due to time constraints and the overlapping
nature of these features, it was not implemented for this research.

5.3 Auxiliary Controls
The auxiliary controls give more advanced users deeper control of
the timbre creation process (C6, C8). They include: direct parameter
controls to change the parameters of the amplifier volume, filter
cutoff frequency, resonance, and volume envelope (Figure 2, D);
parameter group controls to include or exclude certain parameters
from morphing and evolution processes (Figure 2, E); save onto and
load from and an SD card (menu system accessed via Figure 2, F);
undo (Figure 2, G); and the pitch correction button to align all the
oscillators to a standard tuning and set pitch-related parameters to
their defaults (Figure 2, H).

6 USER STUDY
We conducted a user study with SoundTraveller to understand its
effect on timbre exploration. We had two primary objectives: 1)
examine how SoundTraveller can reduce musicians’ workload and
support their creativity in explorations of new timbres through
a comparative study; and 2) investigate the user experience of
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SoundTraveller in realistic music composition tasks through a
qualitative study. The following protocol was approved by the
Institutional Review Board of the authors’ university.

6.1 Participants
Ten participants (P7, P9, P11–18) were recruited through the
authors’ network using a snowballing approach. P7 and P9
continued from the interview study. P11–18 had not participated
in the project until this point. All participants were part of a loose
global scene of underground ambient and dance music. Although
their level of experience and training varied, all participants
were self-trained with regard to electronic music and synthesizer
programming. All participants have performed and released music
semi-professionally.

No participants had prior experience with the Roland D-50, other
than P7 and P9 who had used it briefly during Design Session
3 (Section 4). Because the user study was conducted fully in-
person, local participants were recruited to replace those who
originally participated online, or were otherwise unavailable. As the
participants were non-native English speakers, we conducted our
interviews in their local language. Participants were compensated
the equivalent of approximately $43 USD. All participants are listed
in Table 2 in Appendix A.

6.2 Tasks
Previous research into support systems for music composition
used structured observation of short, well-defined tasks to collect
data from participants under consistent conditions [24, 35]. We
followed this methodology and developed our own task design
to simulate more realistic sound composition scenarios. In the
first task, participants created timbres using SoundTraveller alone.
However, artists rarely composemusic with one instrument only. To
ensure the ecological validity of our subsequent music composition
tasks, the participants were encouraged to use SoundTraveller along
with their own typical instruments they use to compose music,
which they brought to the user study. To this end, participants in
the two composition tasks explored SoundTraveller with their own
instruments, such as laptop computer and Logic Pro digital audio
work station, Eurorack format modular synthesizer, or Teenage
Engineering OP-Z.

6.2.1 Timbre Creation Task. This task was intended to evaluate
how and how much SoundTraveller aids in the creation of novel
timbres. As such, it was designed to encourage the participants
to orient themselves toward the goal of creating complete and
usable timbres. The participants were instructed to create as many
unique timbres as possible for use in their own music within 20
minutes. This was repeated first using the D-50 synthesizer with
SoundTraveller, and then using the D-50 only. This fixed condition
order ensured that participants were operating SoundTraveller
without direct experience of the D-50’s synthesis architecture.
We chose to limit the comparison to the D-50 because it is
one of the most complex synthesizers that is widely used by
electronic musicians, unlike alternative interfaces that have only
been explored as part of research projects. With both interfaces,

participants were initially provided with four preset timbres3, taken
from the D-50 Creative Book [8]. The participants are also asked to
rate the starting timbres for reference.

6.2.2 Focused Composition Task. Since musicians rarely create
timbres in isolation, and instead integrate sound design into
their larger music-making process, we wanted to evaluate the
use of SoundTraveller in this context. The focused composition
task was intended to evaluate how SoundTraveller fits into our
participants’ larger music-making workflows, as well as allow us to
observe how this influences the way participants use it. Participants
were instructed to create a short composition using their own
equipment and timbres created with SoundTraveller, within 20
minutes. Participants were provided with the same four preset
timbres to start with, to ensure they began by producing new
timbres.

6.2.3 Exploratory Composition Task. While the focused composition
task’s time pressure meant we were able to observe a very directed
timbre creation and composition process, this is not a realistic
condition for music composition. The exploratory composition task
gave the participantsmore leeway to explore and experiment during
the compositional process, which reflects more closely how they
would normally use SoundTraveller in their music-making. The
participants were instructed to create a short composition using
their own equipment and timbres created with SoundTraveller,
within 40 minutes. During this task, the participants had access
to a variety of presets created in advance by the first author from
which to explore and create new timbres.

6.3 Procedure
Before starting the study, participants were offered explanations
and time to become familiarized with the use of SoundTraveller and
the test synthesizer. To standardize this process, we created two
videos explaining the features and use of SoundTraveller and the
D-50 synthesizer, which were provided to participants in advance.
The study itself was broken into two sessions with a 10-minute
break in-between: the first session for timbre creation tasks and
the second session for music composition tasks.

After each task, we administered the questionnaires described
in Section 6.4. After the completion of all tasks, we conducted a
semi-structured interview to obtain qualitative data on participants’
experiences with SoundTraveller. We video- and audio-recorded
each session and task. We also took detailed notes on the
participant’s actions and progress. The entire study lasted
approximately five hours. The complexity of navigating the D-50’s
menu system is such that a novice user, even after understanding the
available synthesis parameters, may be unable to make meaningful
adjustments to the instrument’s timbre due to the difficulty of
locating the relevant parameters within the menus. To mitigate this
issue, the experimenter provided assistance to the participants in
order to help them locate any parameters they wished to modify
at any time during the experiment. For instance, if the participant
wanted to modify a specific parameter, but could not locate it,
the experimenter helped them navigate to the appropriate menu.
Participants typically required such assistance several times during

3The four timbres (patches) were Bohemian, Syn-Strings Hi 1, Chorus, and Poly-Synth.
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the study, either because they wanted to access a parameter but
could not locate it, or because they had forgotten the location of a
parameter they had previously adjusted.

6.4 Evaluation Metrics
6.4.1 NASA Task Load Index. The NASA Task Load Index (TLX),
is a workload assessment tool first developed by NASA’s Human
Performance Research Group [28, 29]. The NASA TLX measures
workload using six factors, for each of which a sub-score is
calculated based on subject’s responses to pair-wise comparisons.
These sub-scores are weighted according to the subjects ranking
of importance of each factor in the task, and summed to calculate
a total score out of 100. We included this to measure participants’
cognitive workload during each task.

6.4.2 Creativity Support Index. The Creativity Support Index (CSI)
is a rating system developed by Cherry and Latulipe [10] based on
the NASATLX. Operationally, the CSI is the same as the TLX, except
that the factors are about creativity support instead of workload.
Remy et al. [57] suggest that the CSI may be a good contender for
a standardized measurement of creativity support. We included
this to measure how well SoundTraveller supported participants’
creative processes throughout all tasks.

6.4.3 Implication Assessment Ratings. While the TLX and CSI are
widely applied standardized measures, in order to assess more
directly how our prototype adheres to the considerations we
identified in the formative study, we developed nine corresponding
questions using five-point Likert scale agreement statements
(Strongly Disagree (-2) to Strongly Agree (2)), producing a total
value between -18 and 18. The full set of questions can be found in
Appendix D.

6.5 Semi-Structured Interviews
The first author conducted semi-structured interviews with each
participant to gather qualitative data on the performance of
SoundTraveller. Appendix E lists the pre-determined questions.
Participants were also given the opportunity to freely express any
thoughts and impressions. We made it clear that participants should
express both positive and negative opinions, and asked explicitly
about difficulties they experienced with SoundTraveller.

We performed a thematic analysis on the results. The first author
coded the interviews first using a deductive approach guided by
our design considerations in Section 3.3, followed by an inductive
approach to categorize results that fell outside this scope. Two
authors then derived 12 themes with 209 quotations. The themes
were then reviewed with the other authors and combined or revised
into the eight presented below. For example, the theme “changes
to the musical process” contained quotations that overlapped with
the other themes, so the relevant quotations were distributed
among them. Likewise, “challenges and frustrations” and “future
improvements“ were combined into “areas for improvement.”

7 RESULTS
7.1 Quantitative Results
For the timbre creation task, we sought to evaluate how well
SoundTraveller supports timbre creation and how this compares

with the original programming interface of the D-50 synthesizer.
Table 1 shows the means and standard deviations of the evaluation
metrics for both interfaces. We conducted a one-way repeated-
measures ANOVA on the three metrics against the two interface
conditions. We found significant differences for the NASA-
TLX score (𝐹 (1,9)=20.12, 𝑝<.01, generalized [2=.48), CSI score
(𝐹 (1,9)=64.60, 𝑝<.001, generalized [2=.82), and the implication
assessment score (𝐹 (1,9)=146.18, 𝑝<.001, generalized [2=.88).

Table 1 also includes the means and standard deviations of
these metrics for the composition tasks. While our major objective
of including composition tasks was to provide participants with
more realistic experiences and thus obtain more ecologically-valid
qualitative results, these quantitative results also suggest that
SoundTraveller was positively received in these tasks.

7.2 Qualitative User Experience Results
7.2.1 Perceived Value of SoundTraveller. All participants had
a positive experience with SoundTraveller, but they identified
different value it provided them. P14, who often takes substantial
time creating timbres for her music, felt that SoundTraveller would
“surely be useful for making a variety of sounds,” and that its value
lay in “the fact that you can enjoy using it without having to over-
think.” P18 explained that SoundTraveller is “more intuitive than
the equipment I normally use” and felt she was “playing around,
seeing how it would turn out if I put this and that together.” P12
commented that SoundTraveller acted as assistant during the
exploration process:

It feels like the device is thinking together with me, and I can
[explore] in a way that’s really human-like and fun. On the other
hand, with the D-50, I have to think of everything and get there
by myself. So it’s an isolating process, and I think that could
cause frustration. With [SoundTraveller ], it feels like there’s
another person with me, so I can trust in it. [P12]

Participants used SoundTraveller a variety of ways, particularly
during the composition tasks. P9 and P17 primarily used the
evolutionary mode, while P7 and P11 focused on the morphing
mode. However, SoundTraveller supports iterating between both
modes, and six participants (P12, P13, P14, P15, P16, P18) took
advantage of this workflow. P15 used the evolutionary mode to
sketch out some timbres before homing in with the morphing mode:

I think of course you can use the evolutionary mode as-is, but
because it’s a bit difficult to make sounds you like in one shot, I’d
collect several sounds I liked and move them over, so that I could
morph between several sounds I’d made using the evolutionary
mode. [P15]

7.2.2 Encouraging Exploration and Timbre Creation. Four partic-
ipants (P7, P11, P12, P17) explained that they rarely create their
own timbres. For these participants, SoundTraveller offered new
possibilities for sound design despite their lack of experience or
understanding of synthesis parameters. P17 stated that she valued
SoundTraveller because it allowed her “to come up with far more
timbres than the number originally in the synth.” P7 emphasized that
SoundTraveller allowed her to explore new timbres more intuitively
than with presets:
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Table 1: The average scores and standard deviations of NASA-TLX, CSI, and the implication assessment scores in the timbre
creation and music composition tasks.

Task and Interface NASA-TLX Score CSI Score Implication Score
Timbre Creation with SoundTraveller 46.0 (21.6) 77.7 (13.0) 8.7 (2.6)

Timbre Creation with D-50 Only 82.0 (17.8) 28.5 (18.9) -8.7 (4.1)
Focused Composition with SoundTraveller 49.0 (15.8) 76.2 (21.3) 8.2 (4.8)

Exploratory Composition with SoundTraveller 40.0 (25.0) 80.2 (17.7) 8.3 (4.9)

It’s more intuitive than going and looking at the [names of
presets] on the computer, so it was really easy to search [for new
timbres]. When it comes to choosing timbres, I feel like I can find
them much faster than normal... [P7]

7.2.3 Timbre Exploration as Inspiration. For six participants (P9,
P13, P14, P15, P16, P18), the value of SoundTraveller lay not so
much in the ease of accessing new timbres, but in how it allowed
them to explore timbres beyond their habitual sound palettes. P14
emphasized the fun of making “sounds that I wouldn’t think of
myself”, and P18 similarly thought “it was great to go places I hadn’t
imagined.” For P9, this ability to explore serendipity was really
important to his music-making process:

When I want to use some somewhat coincidental elements that I
wouldn’t think to tweak that way myself, the evolutionary mode
is really interesting; I like adding those coincidental elements
when I’m making music, and without them I tend to lose interest,
so the evolutionary mode was really just right in that way. [P9]
As P16 commented, these types of coincidences can also be

inspiring:
I thought it was great how timbres I wouldn’t think of myself
just pop out of [SoundTraveller ], so from there, I already
got inspiration, and maybe that brought out some new riffs
I wouldn’t have thought of. [P16]

7.2.4 Quick Exploration. In our preliminary study, we identified
that the speed of exploration would be an important factor. Five
participants (P7, P12, P16, P17, P18) specifically expressed that
SoundTraveller was a fast way to create sounds; P12: “In any case it
was fast;” P17: “The way the evolutionary mode produces five sounds
feels quick; you can search for sounds quickly.” P18 compared the
sound creation process with that using her analogue synthesizers,
suggesting that SoundTraveller “was super fast. It was more direct
than with my analogue synthesizers...”

However, as we noted in Section 5.1, there is an unavoidable
delay when new timbre data is sent to the synthesizer. P9, P11 and
P15 commented on this; as P15 said, “I think it would be better if the
loading was a bit faster; I can’t wait...”

7.2.5 Value of the Physical Interface. SoundTraveller was specifi-
cally developed as a hardware device, following the results of our
interview study that suggested many participants appreciated the
tangible, hands-on aspects of hardware. During the user study, six
participants (P7, P9, P11, P12, P15, P18) referenced the value of
having a physical interface. As P11 put it, “it has a lot of meaning
because it’s visual.” P12 expressed how having all the controls laid
out in front of him made SoundTraveller fast and easy to use:

...if you were doing this just on an iPhone app, for instance, you’d
have to flip through multiple pages, and I don’t think it would
be as fast as [SoundTraveller ]... It’s really best not to have the
work of flipping through [multiple pages]. [P12]

7.2.6 Integrating with Existing Workflows. Based on our interface
design considerations, wewere concernedwith how SoundTraveller
would integrate with users’ existing music-making workflows. All
participants brought some of their own equipment to the user
study and created short compositions during the composition tasks,
demonstrating SoundTraveller’s ability to integrate effectively. Four
participants (P12, P15, P16, P17) also commented on this explicitly.
Particularly for participants who had workflows that started with
preset timbres, SoundTraveller fit well by affording them a means
to generate a variety of new timbres to process. P12 described how
SoundTraveller worked in this way:

I pretty much always use presets to make music, and haven’t
really made sounds using actual synthesizers before, so the way
[SoundTraveller ] turns [the timbres] into presets for you really
suited me I think. [P12]

7.2.7 Level of Control. With SoundTraveller, we aimed to provide
users with a flexible level of control without overwhelming them
with too many parameters or options. Seven of the participants
(P7, P9, P12, P13, P14, P16, P17) expressed that SoundTraveller
provided them with sufficient control without being overwhelming.
P9 felt that the level of control was “just right” and P13 thought
“the range of control was more than enough.” However, not all
participants made use of all the controls provided. P7 reflected
that she “didn’t really get” the direct parameter controls, though “if
[I] could concentrate this much on composing, I don’t feel like there
are too many.”

While they similarly did not use all the controls provided,
P12, P14, and P17 also felt that the interface provided more than
ample control. P12 discussed in more detail the value of the direct
parameters, suggesting that they played an important role in
homing in on his desired sounds:

In the end, the sounds created by the randomization do need a
bit of flavoring, so... I think it was good to have the envelope
functions. If you didn’t have that then... you [would] need to
search for different sounds, and I think that would be quite a
detour... I think they are probably really necessary knobs. [P12]

However, six participants (P9, P11, P14, P15, P16, P18) also discussed
what they were unable to do with the current prototype, such as
removing the reverb effect, or changing other specific parameters.
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7.2.8 Areas for Improvement. While the participants all expressed
that they enjoyed using SoundTraveller, there were some
frustrations and challenges during the user study. As we discussed
above, P9, P11 and P15 were frustrated by the data transmission
delay. Due to the unpredictable nature of both algorithms and the
numerous parameter combinations that can result in little or no
sound being produced by the D-50, sometimes the morphing and
evolutionary modes do not produce usable timbres. P15 commented
on the difficulty this caused at times:

I thought it might be best if the scope of the randomization of
the volume and attack was limited a little. [P15]
P15 noted that the randomization allows you to just keep making

new timbres over and over, but P12 suggested that this can also be
frustrating:

You can’t get to a specific sound with absolute certainty, so there’s
nothing to do except leave it up to [SoundTraveller ] until by
chance you come across a sound you were imagining. You have
to repeat it over and over until you get [a timbre] where you go
‘Ah, like this!’. [P12]

But, P12 followed up: “If you use it while thinking of it that way,
maybe it’s not a problem.”

Three participants (P13, P14, P15) also noted the fact that
the direct parameter controls, being implemented with endless
encoders, do not provide visual feedback regarding the current
parameters’ values. P14 explained how this forced the user to make
“rather intuitive adjustments” and P13 stated that this led to some
confusion because “you can’t see visually what state it’s in.”

8 DISCUSSION
8.1 Aesthetic Choices in Creative Processes
SoundTraveller supports a variety of use strategies (Section 7.2.1)
and allows participants to explore different options quickly, starting
from preset timbres (Section 7.2.4). This approach is in line with
our participants’ existing workflows, and successfully encouraged
them to explore and create new timbres during the user study’s
tasks.

Creative and technical systems with high dimensional parameter
spaces share a number of key characteristics, including that within
an overwhelmingly large design space, “usually only a small subset
of all possible settings is of interest and has practical value” [83].
All domains of creativity require “the identification of appropriate
building blocks” [31], and, as a result, working with presets is a
typical approach for design explorations, particularly for novice
users [53, 83, 87]. However, the difficulty of exploring effectively,
both with and without presets, can effectively limit users to “a few
familiar, but poor, choices” [53].

A key difficulty in parameter space exploration then, is how to
go about finding the subsets of settings, or “building blocks,” that
are of interest to the user. With SoundTraveller we started from
the insight that presets, while not necessarily representative of
users’ end goals, provide starting points or reliable landmarks in
the parameter space and are a familiar way of working for many
musicians. SoundTraveller’s exploration modes are then about
being able to meaningfully constrain the parameter space being
explored.While it was acceptable, and even desirable, for there to be

a level of unpredictability in the system’s output, by using known
preset timbres to constrain the exploration, participants were able
to create new timbres in “much faster” (P7) and “more direct” (P18)
ways. Our results suggest that SoundTraveller’s exploration modes
and overall paradigm helped participants overcome the difficulties
of large parameter space exploration for timbre creation.

SoundTraveller is designed to support users’ creativity through
exploration; however, our participants stated that they also
benefited from SoundTraveller’s “suggestions” (P16) and the way
that they could explore various potential timbres “without having
to over-think” (P14). We also found that SoundTraveller placed
a significantly lower workload burden than a traditional timbre
creation interface on participants, suggesting that it alleviated
some of the difficulty associated with exploring a large parameter
space. The design of SoundTraveller can thus complement existing
aesthetic parameter space explorations by providing quick access to
design variations. This suggests that both our design considerations
in Section 3.3 and our user study results in Section 7.2 are
generalizable beyond electronic music and that SoundTraveller’s
design could be used as a basis for further exploration in other
creative domains.

8.2 Timbre Exploration: Creativity Through
Sound Design

The results of our interview study suggest that traditional
synthesizer interfaces do not adequately support timbre creation
even though many electronic musicians want access to new
and unique timbres. Research in HCI for electronic music has
typically focused on musical performance and composition, rather
than sound design or timbre exploration. Our interview results
demonstrate that timbre is also a key element of electronic
musicians’ creative process and this motivated us to design
SoundTraveller. A major challenge in timbre exploration and
creation is not only the manipulation of potentially hundreds
of synthesis parameters but also that “the core language of [said
parameters] has no well-defined mapping onto the task languages
of subjective timbre categories used by musicians” [65]. This, as we
have seen in our interviews, results in many musicians relying on
preset timbres, despite expressing dissatisfaction with their quality
or quantity.

Our results positively support that giving musicians access to
new timbre exploration tools encourages them to develop their
own unique timbres, leading to better support for their creativity.
Furthermore, participants described SoundTraveller as offering
them suggestions for timbres (P16) or even acting as an assistant
(P12), supporting the notion suggested by Scurto et al. [63, 64] that
systems for computer music can best support users’ creativity by
acting as collaborators.We also observed that the unpredictability of
SoundTraveller’s exploration modes acted as a source of inspiration
for some participants, and encouraged them to use timbres from
beyond their typical sound palettes. These results suggest that
interfaces like SoundTraveller can simplify timbre explorations as
well as contribute to users’ creative processes in a variety of ways.

We therefore argue that future synthesizer interfaces should
integrate human-computer collaboration to support multiple
approaches to this aspect of musical creativity. SoundTraveller
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demonstrates that the abstraction of parameters within musicians’
existing practice of using presets is a promising direction for
supporting creativity in future synthesizer interfaces.

8.3 Shared Agency in Creativity Support
Supporting creativity has been named one of HCI’s grand
challenges [71], and prior work has explored its key principles [31,
58], placing substantial emphasis on users’ ability to explore their
design space. However, notions of shared agency do not play a role
in these theories of creativity. As we discussed Section 2.1, recent
work on creativity support has explicitly or implicitly approached
the problem from this agentic perspective, but largely without
discussing its implications for creativity or interactive systems in
HCI in general.

Considering synthesizers and electronic instruments from the
perspective of shared agency is particularly interesting when
we consider the timbre creation interface. While traditional
acoustic instruments typically only support indirect and non-
linear mappings between inputs and their resulting timbre [37],
a synthesizer’s timbre creation interface gives users controls for
manipulating the instrument’s timbre that are independent from its
performance interface. In this sense, the timbre interface forms an
added layer of mediation between the musician and the instrument,
which can help or hinder their ability to complete sound design
tasks, an essential part of the composition process.

Traditional synthesizer timbre interfaces give users access to
all synthesis parameters, which can be manipulated to change the
timbre of the instrument. Although the interface imposes some
restrictions, from a design perspective, agency for manipulating
timbre is vested entirely in the user. However, because the synthesis
engine and interface are decoupled, novel timbre creation interfaces
can shift the balance of agency between the user and the system,
which can aid users in their creative tasks, but also poses questions
for the role of agency in the creative process.

Recent work on creativity support using AI agents suggests
that explicitly creating intelligent agentic systems is a powerful
way to aid users achieve their goals in technical creative tasks.
For example, Scurto et al.’s work on timbre creation with AI
collaborative agents [63, 64] suggests that shared agency can be
most meaningful when applied to idea generation or creative
exploration tasks. SoundTraveller is different in that it does not use
any sort of artificial intelligence, nor was it explicitly designed to
act as an agent. However, SoundTraveller’s exploration modes take
over the task of manipulating synthesis parameters and introduce
a level of unpredictability into the exploration process, which led
our participants to experience SoundTraveller as though it were
“another person” (P12) that gave them “various suggestions” (P16).

This sense of SoundTraveller’s agency seemed to come from
the fact that the user’s inputs to the system influence, but do not
completely determine the resulting timbres. This suggests that the
agentic nature of SoundTraveller emerged from this balance of
control between the system and the user. Offering the user too
much control would have resulted in SoundTraveller appearing
as simply an alternative control surface, while too little would
make it an automatic timbre generation system. Likewise, too little
unpredictability would rest all agency in the user, while too much

would make the system practically unusable. This balance seems
particularly pertinent in technical creative systems, because when
it is off, users will either feel frustrated because they cannot access
the control they want, or overwhelmed by too much control, both
of which distract them from their creative goals. Furthermore,
SoundTraveller’s different modes and granularities of control
provided participants with the ability to find an appropriate personal
balance of agency between themselves and the system, where some
participants relied exclusively on the exploration modes, while
others used the direct parameter controls and parameter groups to
hone their timbres more directly. This led to not only easier timbre
exploration, but also to inspiration or unique ideas for composition.

This suggests that systems that abstract from technical
parameters and therefore have some level of unpredictability have
deeper impacts than those envisioned by Resnick et al. [58] in
their discussion of black boxes. Balancing the level of control
and unpredictability, and therefore fostering a sense of shared
agency between the user and the system can be an effective way
to support creativity, particularly in exploration tasks. But this
also suggests a need for more exploration around the boundaries
of this phenomenon. If a system like SoundTraveller can be felt
by users to be agentic, then what are the necessary and sufficient
conditions for this effect? And given that the agentic nature of
SoundTraveller had explicit impacts on our participants’ creative
experiences, how can such agentic systems be harnessed to better
support particular creative outcomes? Future work with creativity
support should explicitly consider the entangled nature of users
and systems, and specifically how this can impact users’ creative
workflows and sense of artistic authorship.

8.4 Limitations
There were several limitations in the design and evaluation
of SoundTraveller. The limited number of participants and the
highly idiosyncratic nature of their music-creation processes may
constrain the generalizability of our findings. Our study participants
had different levels of experience in electronic music creation (see
Appendix A) and composed in various styles, but future work
should study a broader set of musicians to further validate how
common the music creation processes observed in this work are.
Although we argue, in Section 5.1, that the D-50 is a good candidate
synthesizer for testing SoundTraveller, it is only one example
among many different synthesis methods and control schemes.
As such, the design of the D-50 likely influenced our participants’
experiences, and thus exploring the use of SoundTraveller with
other synthesizers would broaden our results. SoundTraveller is in
some ways tailored to the architecture of the D-50, and how best
to adapt it to other synthesizers or creative domains remains an
open question. The controlled nature of our experimental design
allowed us to systematically uncover the benefits of SoundTraveller.
However, the effects of SoundTraveller during longer-term use are
still unknown. Future work should investigate how the long-term
use of systems like SoundTraveller impacts musicians’ creative
processes, experience of agency, and sense of artistic authorship.
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9 CONCLUSION
Timbre exploration and creation are key elements of the creative
process when composing electronic music. Through our interview
study and iterative design process, we developed SoundTraveller,
a novel interactive timbre exploration prototype. Our evaluation
confirmed that SoundTraveller supported participants’ exploration,
decreased their cognitive work load, and increased their perceived
creativity. By abstracting away from technical parameters and
providing flexible timbre explorations, SoundTraveller offers users
new and inspiring ways of exploring timbre, supporting their
creativity in electronic music composition. But our results also
suggest that the entangled nature of SoundTraveller shifted the
balance of agency between the user and system, pointing towards
the need for more research into the nature of shared agency in
creativity support systems. We encourage future work to explore
how the insights gained from SoundTraveller can transform future
synthesizer interfaces, but, more generally, to investigate explicitly
how shared agency in creative systems can be harnessed to aid
users in their creative processes across domains.
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A STUDY PARTICIPANTS
Table 2 lists all the participants who were a part of this research. Because some participants participated in multiple stages of the project, the
rightmost column indicates the studies in which each participant had a part. Interview refers to the interview study described in Section 3,
Design refers to the participatory design process described in Section 4, and Evaluation refers to the user study described in Section 6.

Table 2: The details of our participants.

ID Age Gender Musical Role Years of Experience Experience Level Participation in Our Study
P1 38 M Producer 10+ Advanced Interview, Design
P2 37 M Composer, Producer, DJ 10+ Advanced Interview, Design
P3 27 M Keyboardist 0-5 Beginner Interview
P4 23 M Composer 0-5 Beginner Interview
P5 45 M Producer 5-10 Beginner Interview
P6 26 M Producer 5-10 Intermediate Interview
P7 32 F Composer, Vocalist 0-5 Beginner Interview, Design, Evaluation
P8 26 M Producer, Sound Designer 5-10 Intermediate Interview
P9 39 M Composer, DJ 10+ Intermediate Interview, Design, Evaluation
P10 26 M Composer 5-10 Beginner Interview
P11 37 M Composer, DJ, Keyboardist 0-5 Beginner Evaluation
P12 29 M Sound Engineer 5-10 Intermediate Evaluation
P13 38 M Synthesist 5-10 Intermediate Evaluation
P14 28 F Composer 5-10 Intermediate Evaluation
P15 39 F Synthesist 5-10 Intermediate Evaluation
P16 33 M Producer 10+ Intermediate Evaluation
P17 DNA F Composer 0-5 Beginner Evaluation
P18 31 F Composer, Synthesist, DJ 0-5 Beginner Evaluation

B INTERVIEW STUDY SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Table 3: Formative interview study questions

How long have you been making music?
What is your level of musical education? How did you learn to make music?
What are your primary instruments?
Can you tell me a bit about a recent musical project where you used synthesizers?
What instruments did you use?
How did you choose the timbres you used for the project?
Did you use presets? Did you program your own timbres? Tweak presets?
Were you satisfied with the sounds you used?
Did you tweak the presets? To what extent?
What was the experience with synthesizer X like?
Did you feel like you understood how synthesizer X was working?
What strategies did you use for programming synthesizer X?
Did you have particular timbres in mind that you tried to program?
Did you have any problems or difficulties while working on this project?
If you did, how did you overcome them?
Did you feel confident with the synthesizers you were using?
What are some of your most used synthesizers?
Why do you use them?
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C ALGORITHM PSEUDO CODE
C.1 Evolution

Algorithm 1 Evolutionary Mode: repeated to generate each offspring timbre
Input:
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑒 []: vector containing the parameter values of the resulting timbre,
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑥 []: vector containing the maximum possible values of each parameter,
𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒: between 0.00 and 1.00 and set with the X knob,
𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 : between 0 and 100 and set with the Y knob,
𝑛𝑜𝑡_𝑡𝑜_𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 : array of parameter indices to exclude from mutation,
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙_𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠: total number of synthesis parameters

Initialize:
𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑡𝑜_𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 ← 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙_𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠 ∗𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 ← 0
𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑 ← 𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒

while 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 < 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑡𝑜_𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 do
𝑖 ← random.uniform(0, (𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙_𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠 − 1))
if 𝑖 exists in 𝑛𝑜𝑡_𝑡𝑜_𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 then
𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑 ← 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 # i.e. do not mutate this parameter.

end if

if 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑 is 𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 then
𝑎 ← (𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑒 [𝑖] −𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒).clip(min = 0)
𝑏 ← (𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑒 [𝑖] +𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒).clip(max = 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑥 [𝑖])
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑒 [𝑖] ← random.uniform(𝑎, 𝑏)
𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 ← 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 + 1

else
𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑 ← 𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒

end if
end while
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C.2 Morphing

Algorithm 2 Morphing Mode: to calculate the resulting timbre for the current morph location
Input:
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑒 []: vector containing the parameter values of the resulting timbre,
{𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎 [], 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑏 [], 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑐 [], 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑑 []}: vectors containing the parameter values of the preset timbres,
𝑝𝑀 : current morph location,
{𝑝𝑎, 𝑝𝑏 , 𝑝𝑐 , 𝑝𝑑 }: locations of the four preset timbres,
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙_𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠: total number of synthesis parameters

Initialize:
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛 ←

√
502 + 502 ≈ 70.71 # shortest distance between two preset timbre markers

𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠 ← []

for 𝑝𝑛 in {𝑝𝑎, 𝑝𝑏 , 𝑝𝑐 , 𝑝𝑑 } do
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑛 ← 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡 (𝑝𝑛, 𝑝𝑀 ) # in screen space
𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠.𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑 ((1 − (𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑛/𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛)) .𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑝 (0, 1))

end for

for𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑛 in𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠 [] do
𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑛 ← 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑛/𝑠𝑢𝑚(𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠)

end for

for 𝑖 in range(0, (𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙_𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠 − 1)) do
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑒 [𝑖] ←𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑎 ∗ 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎 [𝑖] +𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑏 ∗ 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑏 [𝑖] +𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑐 ∗ 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑐 [𝑖] +𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑑 ∗ 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑑 [𝑖]

end for
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D CONSIDERATION ASSESSMENT RATINGS

Table 4: Considerations and corresponding assessment statements. Note: questions 8 and 9 were reverse-scored.

Consideration Statement
Musicians’ desire for new sounds should not be equated with
a desire to do more timbre programming.

I was able to create new sounds in a way that did not feel
tedious or frustrating.

Explorations can be initiated with presets rather than by
tweaking individual parameters.

Exploring sounds with the system was more satisfying than
the methods I normally use.

Presets should be viewed as a starting point for timbre
exploration, rather than as a solution for it.

The sounds I was able to create were pleasant and/or useful.

Timbre exploration designs should be conscious of and support
the use of external effects processing.

The system integrated well with my existing effects and/or
processing techniques.

The exploration process should be fast, fluid, and immediate. The sound creation process was fluid and immediate.
A few key parameters or controls should always be readily
available.

I felt like I had access to the parameters I needed.

A tactile, physical interface should be considered for the
exploration process.

The physical interface was beneficial to my experience and/or
sound creation.

Direct access to all parameters should not be equated with ease
of exploration.

I felt overwhelmed or intimidated by the number of parameters
the interface provided.

The timbre exploration process should be guided by meaning-
ful limitations.

I felt overwhelmed or otherwise hindered by how many
possibilities the system provided.

E USER STUDY SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Table 5: Semi-structured interview questions

Do you feel like the interface allows you to make sounds more easily than before? What specifically about it is helpful?
Do you feel that this system can integrate with your existing workflow well? What about it works/doesn’t?
What kind of sounds have you been able to make? Are they the types of sounds you could see yourself using?
How do you see this system working with your other equipment / effects? Would having this device change your process at all?
How did you feel about the speed of the exploration / sound creation? Could you proceed at a speed that was satisfying? What do you think specifically
influenced this?
How did you feel about the controls the interface provided? Were they adequate? Were there too many? Too few?
How did you feel about the scope of the device? Did it give you enough control? Was it overwhelming? Specifically, why?
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